August 24, 2016

Help Your Doctor Escape

It’s Wedge of Freedom Wednesday. Today I’ll share a story that shows the excitement people have about The Wedge of Health Freedom. I was talking to a physician who looked at the special card I handed her inviting her to JointheWedge. She read the eight Wedge principles and exclaimed, “You mean I could just do my job? That’s wonderful!”

Doctors want to escape the bureaucratic mess of today’s health care system. Use the “SHARE” button at JointheWedge.com to help your doctor find The Wedge. And please sign up for Wedge updates and notifications. Follow @WedgeofFreedom on Twitter and like the WedgeofHealthFreedom Facebook page. Be the first to get the announcement of the first round of practice sign-ups nationwide.

JOINtheWEDGE.com

Presented daily by Twila Brase, President, Citizens’ Council for Health Freedom.

The Health Freedom Minute is now heard in 47 states:
Mornings M-Th at AM1280 (The Patriot) in MN and 91.5 AM WHKC (FreedomFM) in OH, afternoons on American Family Radio, and daily on the CSN network and Bott Radio Network.